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Application of effective temperature to evaluate non-equilibrium systems has been a motivated at-
tempt to make connection with statistical thermodynamics, and has received small range success in
systems like glass and colloids. On the other hand, its application in the broader class of quantitative
biology models has been quite limited. Here we explore a Turing pattern model with noise-driven
feature, and analytically evaluated the effective temperature for both species. We found an in-
triguing connection between effective temperature discrepancy and onset of the fluctuation-driven
character in this particular system. The exploration could be encouraging for applying canonical
thermodynamic quantity analysis in custom quantitative biology models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biological systems inherently operate out of equilib-
rium, while important statistical thermodynamics con-
clusion extend only till the near-equilibrium scenario.
This separation of applicability poses significant difficulty
when physicists work to understand biology systems. A
handful of phenomenological models have been quantita-
tively developed and prove successful in describing net-
work of molecules/species interacting, spatiotemporal or-
ganization of morphogens, etc., but few could be con-
cluded taking advantage of fruits from existing statisti-
cal thermodynamics. Such contradiction then goes back
to the long-standing debate whether there are physical
quantities whose insights are extendible towards out-of-
equilibrium systems.

The notion effective temperature was first employed
as a way to test the breakdown of fluctuation-dissipation
theorem (FDT) in systems far away from equilibrium,
but various efforts were subsequently made to bridge
this concept between equilibrium thermodynamics and
more complex systems. Defined as the ratio of autocor-
relation and response function, effective temperature is
equal to the embedded heat bath temperature for a sys-
tem at or near equilibrium, and differs if FDT breaks
down. Attempts in evaluating effective temperature for
out of equilibrium systems have been fruitful in certain
cases. In glassy systems with peculiar aging dynamics,
effective temperature was suggested to represent the heat
bath temperature when the supercooled liquid first falls
out of equilibrium[1]. This separation of time scales un-
derlying this higher effective temperature is promisingly
supported by simulation of sheared supercooled liquid[2].
In active colloidal systems, the defined effective temper-
ature was experimentally shown to control the steady
state phase separation behavior, and the phase transition
process qualitatively represents its thermal equilibrated
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counterparts[4].

Application of effective temperature in custom quanti-
tative biology systems has turned out to be less straight-
forward. A generic example is the evaluation of effec-
tive temperature in stochastic gene networks/interacting
species[5]. Depending on different perturbations done to
the system, effective temperature defined with correla-
tion and response function is no longer a unique quantity
but observable-dependent, only converging in the large
number limit when noise is negligible. These observa-
tions still make sense since we know steady states in those
networks are never maintained at equilibrium; however,
they bring less physics intuition other than emphasizing
such out-of-equilibrium feature.

Despite those up and down sides of current effective
temperature research, an intriguing while still unexam-
ined application is towards spatially-extended pattern
forming system. In this course paper, a specific Turing
pattern system incorporating plankton-herbivore dynam-
ics (Levin-Segel model, [7]), will be discussed. Selection
of this particular model is based on two-fold concerns.
Firstly, Fourier modes analysis of Turing patterns re-
mains mathematically tractable even with intrinsic noise
terms. Secondly, analysis of Levin-Segel model presents a
regime of quasi-pattern[6], where parameters are still un-
der Turing instability threshold but intrinsic noise spec-
trum selects for a particular wavelength. Exploration
of effective temperature across differing pattern regimes
might reveal hidden out-of-equilibrium physics.

Our goals are as following. First we aim to derive the
analytic form of effective temperature, defined by the ra-
tio of autocorrelation and response function when a par-
ticular Fourier mode is perturbed near steady state. We
then compare the effective temperature across homoge-
nous steady state, quasi-pattern regime, and near the
onset of Turing instability. We also take advantage of
the pre-calculated intrinsic noise structure of Levin-Segel
model[6] in the first part.
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II. TURING PATTERNS IN LEVIN-SEGEL
MODEL

As in common Turing pattern system, Levin-Segel
Model is composed of two morphogens: an activator, A,
and an inhibitor, B. A and B could also be considered as
prey and predators if the model is applied to ecology sys-
tem. A nonlinear growth term eA2 in A are plugged in
as predator satiation or prey Allen effect, and nonlinear
degradation term −dB2 in B represents competition. p
is the parameter noting interaction (in this case B preys
on/inhibits A) between the two species. With diffusivity
represented by µ and ν for each species, the full equation
set is as following

∂A(x, t)

∂t
= µ∇2A+ bA+ eA2 − pAB

∂B(x, t)

∂t
= ν∇2B + pAB − dB2

(1)

Stability analysis reveals the model has a stable ho-
mogenous coexistence state, when p > e and p2 > de.
The fixed point is at:

As =
bd

p2 − de
,Bs =

bp

p2 − de
(2)

Like for typical Turing pattern system, expansion
around this fixed point would give stability of the spa-
tially homogenous state against small perturbations. An
expansion and then Fourier transform from (x, t) to (k, t)
space would give the following equations governing evo-
lution of a particular Fourier mode k

A(x, t) = As +

∫
dkeikxÃ(k, t)

B(x, t) = Bs +

∫
dkeikxB̃(k, t)

(3)

∂

∂t

[
Ã

B̃

]
= M(k)

[
Ã

B̃

]
(4)

where M(k) is the Jacobian around the fixed point for a
particular wave number k:

M(k) =

[
b+ 2eAs − pBs − µk2 −pAs

pBs pAs − 2dBs − νk2
]
(5)

and could be simplified to

M(k) =

[
bde

p2−de − µk
2 bdp

p2−de

− bp2

p2−de − bdp
p2−de − νk

2

]
(6)

There is a Turing instability onset when maximum of
eigenvalue for M(k) exceeds zero. Straight-forward cal-
culation could recover this criteria as a restriction on dif-
fusivity ratio between the two species

ν

µ
> (

1

(
√
p/d−

√
p/d− e/p)

)2 (7)

And the wave number that has the maximum eigenvalue
is

km =

√
−µ bp2

p2−de + ν bde
p2−de

2µν
=

√
b

2(p2 − de)
(−p

2

ν
+
de

µ
)

(8)
From [6], intrinsic noise for a particular Fourier mode

k of the system has the correlation matrix as[
µAk2 + pAB + bAB + bA+ eA2 −pAB

−pAB νBk2 + pAB + dB2

]
(9)

It has been shown that even below Turing instability
threshold (when v/u is not larger than criteria Turing in-
stability equation), still there is a possibility of the noise
spectrum giving a maximum at some nonzero k value,
representing a fluctuation driven quasi Turing pattern.
Calculation from [6] gives criteria for that nonzero k value
to exist

ν

µ
>

p3(5p2 + 7de)

e(4p4 + 5p2de+ 3d2e2)
(10)

This is essentially a relaxation of the diffusivity ratio
requirement from tranditional Turing pattern. For a set
of generic parameters b = 1

2 , p = 1, d = 1
2 and e =

1
2 , equation (7) requires ν/µ > 27.8 while equation (10)
relaxes it to ν/µ > 2.48.

Interestingly, under the noise-driven condition, the se-
lected k value is the same as if real Turing pattern onsets:
the k with maximum eigenvalue of M(k). Thus the se-
lected wave number is also

kM =

√
b

2(p2 − de)
(−p

2

ν
+
de

µ
) (11)

as in equation (8).
The full phase diagram displaying spatially homoge-

nous case, quasi-pattern case (fluctuation-driven Turing
pattern) and Turing pattern case is as Fig 1.[6]. Intrinsic
noise expanded the parameter regime where a particular
wave number instability onsets.

III. EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
CALCULATION

For a given wave number, Fourier transform from (x, t)
to (k, t) space gives equation (3). Continuing to Fourier
transform from (k, t) to (k,w) space gives the equation

−iωÂ = (−µk2 +
bde

p2 − de
)Â− bdp

p2 − de
B̂

−iωB̂ = − bp2

p2 − de
Â+ (−νk2 − bdp

p2 − de
)B̂

(12)
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of diffusivity ratio ν/µ: Blue line bor-
ders Turing instability regime (upper) and fluctuation-driven
Turing regime (lower), while green line separates between
fluctuation-driven Turing regime (upper) from spatially ho-
mogenous regime (lower). Plot is from [6]

.

where Â and B̂ come from

Ã(k, t) =

∫
dωe−iωtÂ(k, ω)

B̃(x, t) =

∫
dωe−iωtB̂(k, ω)

Adding noise term from interaction, taking advantage of
intrinsic noise structure equation *, we get two linear
equations for A(k,w) and B(k,w)

−iωÂ = (−µk2 +
bde

p2 − de
)Ã− bdp

p2 − de
B̂ +D1ξ̂1 +Da

3 ξ̂3

−iωB̂ = − bp2

p2 − de
Â+ (−νk2 − bdp

p2 − de
)B̂ +D2ξ̂2 +Db

3ξ̂3

(13)
where magnitude of the noise terms D1, D2 and Da

3 , Db
3

should satisfy the correlation matrix from equation (9).
ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3 represent normalized independent Gaussian
white noise.

D1 =
√
µk2As + pAsBs + bAsBs + bAs + eA2

s

D2 =
√
νk2Bs + pAsBs + dB2

s

Da
3 = −√pBs = −

bp
√
p

p2 − de

Db
3 =
√
pAs =

bd
√
p

p2 − de

(14)

We could solve this equation to recover A(k, ω) and
B(k, ω) as

Â(k, ω) =
D1(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )ξ̂1 −D2
bdp

p2−de ξ̂2 +Da
3(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )ξ̂3 −Db
3

bdp
p2−de ξ̂3 − iω(D1ξ1 +Da

3ξ3)

(µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− ω2 + b2p3d
(p2−de)2 − iω((µk2 − bde

p2−de ) + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de ))

(15)

B̂(k, ω) =
D1( bp2

p2−de )ξ̂1 +D2(µk2 − bde
p2−de )ξ̂2 +Da

3
bp2

p2−de ξ̂3 +Db
3(µk2 − bde

p2−de )ξ̂3 − iω(D2ξ2 +Db
3ξ3)

(µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− ω2 + b2p3d
(p2−de)2 − iω((µk2 − bde

p2−de ) + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de ))

(16)

The real part of autocorrelation function could be re- covered under careful calculation and a series of simpli-
fications,

C
′

AA =
D2

1(νk2 + bdp
p2−de )2 +D2

2( bdp
p2−de )2 + (Da

3(νk2 + bdp
p2−de )−Db

3
bdp

p2−de )2 + ω2(D2
1 +Da

3
2)

((µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− ω2 + b2p3d
(p2−de)2 )2 + ω2((µk2 − bde

p2−de ) + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de ))2

(17)

C
′

BB =
D2

1( bp2

p2−de )2 +D2
2(µk2 − bde

p2−de )2 + (Da
3

bp2

p2−de +Db
3(µk2 − bde

p2−de ))2 + ω2(D2
2 +Db

3
2)2

((µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− ω2 + b2p3d
(p2−de)2 )2 + ω2((µk2 − bde

p2−de ) + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de ))2

(18)

Likewise, response function of the system could be cal- culated assuming we perturb equation set (13) with terms
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ĥ1(w) and ĥ2(w)

−iωÂ = (−µk2 +
bde

p2 − de
)Ã− bdp

p2 − de
B̂ +D1ξ̂1 +Da

3 ξ̂3 + ĥ1(w)

−iωB̂ = − bp2

p2 − de
Â+ (−νk2 − bdp

p2 − de
)B̂ +D2ξ̂2 +Db

3ξ̂3 + ĥ2(w)

(19)

And the imaginary part of responses of Â and B̂ could be determined as

R
′′

AA = (
δ〈 ˆA(ω)〉
δĥ1(ω)

)
′′

=
ω(ω2 − (µk2 − bde

p2−de )(νk2 + bdp
p2−de )− b2p3d

(p2−de)2 + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de )((µ+ ν)k2 + bd(p−e)

p2−de ))

((µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− ω2 + b2p3d
(p2−de)2 )2 + ω2((µk2 − bde

p2−de ) + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de ))2

(20)

R
′′

BB = (
δ〈 ˆB(ω)〉
δĥ2(ω)

)
′′

=
ω(ω2 − (µk2 − bde

p2−de )(νk2 + bdp
p2−de )− b2p3d

(p2−de)2 − (µk2 − bde
p2−de )((µ+ ν)k2 + bd(p−e)

p2−de ))

((µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− ω2 + b2p3d
(p2−de)2 )2 + ω2((µk2 − bde

p2−de ) + (νk2 + bdp
p2−de ))2

(21)

Combining those together, what we get is an expres- sion for effective temperature based on evaluating auto-
correlation and response function of species A and B

TAA
eff =

ωC
′

AA(k, ω)

R
′′
AA(k, ω)

=
D2

1(νk2 + bdp
p2−de )2 +D2

2( bdp
p2−de )2 + (Da

3(νk2 + bdp
p2−de )−Db

3
bdp

p2−de )2 + ω2(D2
1 +Da

3
2)

ω2 − (µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− b2p3d
(p2−de)2 + (νk2 + bdp

p2−de )((µ+ ν)k2 + bd(p−e)
p2−de )

(22)

TBB
eff =

ωC
′

BB(k, ω)

R
′′
BB(k, ω)

=
D2

1( bp2

p2−de )2 +D2
2(µk2 − bde

p2−de )2 + (Da
3

bp2

p2−de +Db
3(µk2 − bde

p2−de ))2 + ω2(D2
2 +Db

3
2)2

ω2 − (µk2 − bde
p2−de )(νk2 + bdp

p2−de )− b2p3d
(p2−de)2 − (µk2 − bde

p2−de )((µ+ ν)k2 + bd(p−e)
p2−de )

(23)

Notice that if we tune p to 0 (though it’ll be an unphys-
ical situation since then species A would not have fixed
point), equation (22) and equation (23) would essentially
reduce to TAA

eff = D2
1 and TBB

eff = D2
2. This simple rea-

soning makes a lot sense, since when interaction between
species is tuned to zero, we’ll expect effective temper-
ature of both species only depending on their internal
dynamics.

With this expression we can then pull in expression of
D1, D2, Da

3 and Db
3 from equation (14) to get rid of most

parameters except for k and ω.

A. ω dependence

Recall that Turing and fluctuation-driven Turing pat-
tern select for the same wave number as equation (8),
the expression of TAA

eff and TBB
eff could be simplified to

TAA
eff (ω) and TBB

eff (ω) when we’re only interested in the
system’s behavior at the particular kM .

To qualitatively see the dependence of effective tem-
perature on ω, we fix other irrelevant parameters (p,d,e)
at a generic parameter set b = 1

2 , p = 1, d = 1
2 and e = 1

2 .
Then border between Turing instability and fluctuation
driven instability is at ν/µ > 27.8 (equation (7)), while
border between fluctuation driven instability and spatial
homogenity is at ν/µ > 2.48 (equation (10)). For easier
comparison, we set µ = 1 and vary ν to cross those two
borders and plot for the effective temperature for A and
B.

Figure 2 shows the effective temperature over fre-
quency plot for four sets of diffusivity ratio: ν/µ = 1,
ν/µ = 2.5, ν/µ = 10 and ν/µ = 27. As we could see,
near the onset of fluctuation-driven instability, discon-
tinuity position for species A and B coincide; such col-
lision does not persist when diffusivity ratio is further
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increased. Near onset of Turing instability, both species
lose the discontinuity in Teff − ω and display a smooth
temperature difference change across a wide change of
ω, again emphasizing the non-equilibrium nature of the
system.

FIG. 2. Effective temperature versus frequency plot varying
ν/µ: Blue line represents species B while red line represents
species A. Discontinuity position of both species collide near
onset of fluctuation-driven instability. Here k = kM , selecting
the wave number with largest eigenvalue for visualization.

B. k dependence

A similar analysis that should be doable is dependence
of effective temperature on wave number k, when fre-
quency ω is fixed or at the discontinuity point. Lim-
ited by time and energy this analysis has not been per-
formed; However, based on what we know for onsets of
both instabilities– that the pattern always selects for the
wave number with largest eigenvalue– there is reason to
believe what is physically meaningful has been done in

the previous part, when we fix the wave number to kM .

IV. CONCLUSION

Over this project, we attempted the evaluation of ef-
fective temperature in a spatially extended system with
intrinsic noise. For Levin-Segel model that’s versatile in
describing either activator-inhibitor morphogen dynam-
ics or prey-predator ecology, intrinsic noise confers an
additional type of instability, relaxing the diffusivity re-
quirement for the onset of Turing instability. Based on
the intrinsic noise structure formulated by [6], we did
a series of analytic calculation and successfully recov-
ered the effective temperature formula when specifying
Fourier modes, and retrieved meaningful physics intu-
ition from the results.

There are several interesting features from our results
plot in Fig 2. First, in a spatial homogeneous parameter
regime, effective temperature of both species are equal
and zero except for a discrepancy point near some critical
ω. Secondly, such discrepancy points for the two species
do not collide until onset of fluctuation-driven instabil-
ity, reported by [6]. When approaching Turing instability
onset point, discrepancy along frequency curve disappear
one after the other, and the effective temperature starts
to run around a finite value– and of course, are differ-
ent for both species, in agreement with non-equilibrium
nature of pattern-forming systems.

The analysis we have done is still coarse in many ways.
For example, we’re only considering perturbation near
the fixed point that represents a spatially homogeneous
system. Strictly speaking, for diffusivity ratio satisfying
Turing pattern criteria, after the most significant wave
number took over, analysis of Fourier mode near the ho-
mogenous state won’t be informative anymore. However,
(mostly for the author) it is still intriguing to see certain
footprints are conserved even in the language of effective
temperature, which is a seldom visited idea in field of
spatiotemporal pattern organization.
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